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Fig. 7. The variation of d , with U when using nonpreemphasized data.
The weighting function is the nonpreemphasized test spectrum.
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Fig. 6. (a) LPC spectrum for the nonpreemphasizd clean speech signal
(solid line) and the nonpncmphasized noisy signal (dashed line). (b) The
spectral ratio of the noisy spectmm to the clean spectrum in (a).
figure shows that the proposed weighting procedure has signiiicantly reduced the spectral distortion between the fourth formant
and the Nyquist frequency compared to the Soong and Sondhi
weighting function.

IV. DISCUSSIONS
The preemphasis of the speech signal before LPC analysis is
routinely used in many speech processing applications. PaIiwal[4],
in an experiment using clean speech data, has shown that preemphasis of the speech signal degrades vowel recognition performance. But he also conjectures that for consonant and isolated word
recognition, preemphasis may be beneficial. He does not consider
the case where the recognizer is trained and used under different
noise conditions.
Consider the case where all AR models are from the nonpreemphasized data. If the noise conditions differ between training and
testing of the recognizer, the FWIDM can be used in this case also
to reduce the spectral distortion between the reference and test AR
models. The weighting function can be the “bandwidthbroadened” test spectrum. Is it better to use nonpreemphasized data
than preemphasized data with the FWIDM? An additional experiment was done to compare these two cases. Fig. @a) compams the
LPC spectrum of the clean, nonpreemphasized speech signal to the
LPC specuum of the noisy, nonpreemphasized signal. The data are
the same as in the previous examples. Fig. q b ) is the spectral ratio
of the noisy to the clean spectrum. The FWIDM between the clean
and noisy spectrum was calculated for different values of a, and
the results are shown in Fig. 7. The bandwidth-broadened nonpreemphasized test spectrum was used as the weighting function.
Comparing Figs. 7 and 4, it is clear that the reduction in the
distance obtained is of the same order for both the preemphasized
and the nonpnemphasized signals. This result implies that, in terms
of the d u c t i o n in distance possible with the f q u e n c y weighting
procedure, both approaches yield similar results. Using nonpreemphasized signals has the advantage of saving apth-onler LPC computation. However, this does not answer the more general question
of how preemphasis affects the recognition accuracy of an isolated
word recognition system.
V. SUMMARY
It is shown that the frequency-weighted Itakura spectral distortion measune described by Saong and Sondhi [ll does not yield any

improvements over the standard Itakur? distance if the noise is
added to the speech signal before preemphasis. We considered a
modified frequency-weighted Itakura distance that uses the bandwidth-broadened test LPC spectrum of the nonpreemphasized
speech signal as the weighting function. With this weighting function, the distance between the clean reference spectrum and the
noisy test spectrum is reduced compared to the Itakura distance.
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An Iterative Method to Compensate for the
Interpolation Distortion
FAROKH A. MARVASTI

Abstmct-In this corrcspondeme, we show that iterative techniques
can be used to compensate for sample-and-hold or, in general, interpolation distortion. Simulation results show that the iterative method
is a powwlultool lor reducing distortioncompared to other well-known
technique&
1. INTRODUCTION
There are m y applications in digital signal processing and
communication systems where interpolating functions are used to
reconstruct the original signal from its uniform samples. D/A con-
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ten in the following form:
Xk+,(4 = W t )

*

* s ( t ) + h ( 4 * * * ( t ) - W f )* X S k ( O

(1')

where is the convolution sign, and x d ( r ) and a,k( t ) are, respectively, the sample-and-hold versions of x ( t ) and x k ( f ) , i.e.,
= Cx(nT)

X,(I)

I)
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-- n (7

and

Equation (1) converges to x ( 1 ) = lhk, xk ( f ) if we have contraction 131, i.e.,
~

IlXk+l

Fig. 1. The harmonic method.
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when Ilx is defined as the "
Iof x in the Lz H
ilbert space or,
alternatively,
[IP(xdt)- Y - d t ) )

- hPS(s(4 - x k - d t ) ) !

s ruxk

- Xk-lll
(2)

verters use zero- or first-order hold as a specific interpolating function. The process of interpolating (e.g.. sample and hold) and lowpass filtering, unlike the ideal sampling. distorts the original signal. The classical way to reduce the distortion is to sample at a
higher rate than the Nyquist rate. This high rate is not always acceptable in signal transmission and processing where bandwidth
and memory become a limitation. An altemative method is to
equalize distortion by a compensating filter, e.g., sine-'(-) for
sample-and-hold interpolation. However, this filter is not realizable and can only be approximated. A modular method was proposed by the author [I] for the compensation of interpolation distoltion at the Nyquist rate; this method consists of mixing the interpolating function with a cosine wave and its harmonics and then
low-passfiltering the resultant signal-Fig. 1. Reference [I] also
showed that this modular technique outperforms the method of inverse filtering as far as noise is concerned.
In this paper, we propose an iterative technique to compensate
for the interpolation distortion.' We shall prove that this iterative
method converges to the true signal in the limit. Finally, the simulation results of the iterative technique are compared to the modular method.
11. THE ITERATIVE METHOD
TO COMPENSATE
FOR THE

INTERPOLATIONDISTORTION
The interpolation function of a discrete signal is either modeled
as the output of a linear time-invariant system when the input is the
discrete impulsive samples or the interpolation function is characterized by a polynomial fit. An example of the first type js a zeroorder hold (or sample-and-hold) or, in general, an nth-order hold
interpolation. An example of the second case is spline functions.
In this section, we shall prove that iterative methods can be. used
to recover the original analog signal from the interpolated discrete
signal. We shall first consider a zero-order-hold (sample-and-hold)
interpolation, which is widely used in digital-to-analog conversion.
A. Iterative Method f o r Sample-and-Hold Distortion

The iteration is given by

+

-

x t + d r ) = hPSx(r) (P A P S ) x k ( r )
(1)
where X and x k ( t ) are the convergence factor and the Rth iteration,
rcspcctively; x o ( t ) can be any function of time, but xo = P S r ( t )
would be the most appropriate choice for the fastest convergence.
P tlnd Sam, respectively, low-pass and sample-and-hold operators.
PSx is the low-pass version of the sample-and-hold and is known.
Given the above definitions for operators P and S, (1) can be writ'For ideal nonuniform samples, sec [2] and [4].

where0 s t < 1.
Therefore, if we can prove that the sample-and-hold distortion
satisfies (2). then the iterative method described by (1) will recover
x ( t ) in the limit. The proof is as follows. By invoking the Parseval's theorem, the left-hand side of (2) is equivalent to

where II ( fT)is an ideal low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency at
f = 1 /2T and sinc ( f r )El [ * ] is the Fourier transform of the
sample-and-hold operation. If we assume that the sampling rate is
greater than or equal to the Nyquist rate, we can write

= sinc(fT)[b(f) - Ldf)].
Combining (3) and (4), we get

- ~sincfrlII
IlXk - &-lll[1 - 5i=K:fTJmx.

Il[xkif)

5

(4)

- xk-l(f)][l

(5)

Now, if 0 < h < 2, the right-hand side of ( 5 ) compared to (2) is
a contraction, i.e.,
O

c

r = max

11 - XsincfT1

< 1.
- 2 / r ) < 1.

Forexample, forX = 1 = > r = ( 1
Therefore, an iterative technique of the form (1) will converge
to the original signal in the limit. The above proof could be generalized for an nth-order hold. For instance, for a linear interpolation, similar analysis shows that the contraction is of the form
r = max I I

- X sinc2fTI,

e.g., for x = 1 = > r = ( I

o s x < 2,

(6)

- 4/r2).

B. Iterative Methods for Polynomial Interpolation
Polynomial interpolation such as spline fitting is a nonlinear/
time-varying process. The iterative methods are still valid provided
that
II(P - X P S ) ( X t
where0 s r
1.

- Xk-dll

5

-

r J ( 4 Xk-lll

(7)
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Fig. 2. -Original signal. --- Recovend by filtering zero-order interpolation function. . . . . . . . . Recoverrd by adding one harmonic to
interpolation function.
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Original signal. --- Recovered by filtering zero-order interpolation function. . . . . . . . . Recovered by adding 60 harmonics to
interpolation function (the delay is due to the sample and hold).

Fig. 4.
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Fig. 3.
Original signal. --- Recovered by filtering zeroorder inteqolation function. . . . . . . Recovered by adding four harmonics to
interpolation function.

Fig. 5.

A and P are defined as before and S is the spline fit. In general,
the inequality represented in (7) is true because we expect to get

mial is interpolated. We also expect to get the same results with
fewer iterations when the interpolation is better.

.

PS(xi - 5)

.

-

(xi

- xi)

for A = 1.
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111. SIMULATION
RESULTS

(8)

Otherwise, the interpolation loses its meaning. If (8) is true, then
(7) is true. and therefore, the iterative method (1) will recover the
original signal from the polynomial interpolation. In order to prove
(7), we need the order of the polynomial and the way the polyno-

-

Original signal. - - - Recovered by filtering zero-order intctpolation function. . . . . . . . . Recovered by one iteration.

An almost periodic signal was simulated on the computer; this
signal is given below:
1
278
zm 1 ( ~ ) + 3 j c 2x2
o s 3~ + 2x2
~ s i n ~ .
x ( r ) = - sin - - cos
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-Original signel. - - - Recovered by filtering zeroorder interpolation function. . . . . . . . . Recovered by four ilentions.

Fig. 6.
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Original signal. --- Recovered by Altering first-order intcrpolation funcIion. . . . . . . . . Rocovered by adding one harmonic to
interpolation function.

Fig. 7.

The maximum fequency component of x(z) in the above equation
is 1/278 where 278 is the period of the first sine wave in units of
time. The sampling rate is chosen to be 1/125, which is slightly
higher than the Nyquist rate (2/278 = 1/139). Pouneen-thousand
points of x(2) are stored in a computet (each point represents one
unit of time). To avoid transient effects at end points, only the
points between 7000 and 84% are plotted in Pigs. 2-10 (denoted
as 0-1500 on the horizontal axis).
In the itcrativc method, thc value of X in (1) is takcn as 1, which
tums out to be the best choice for fastest convergence [5]. The first
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Fig. 8. -Original signal. --- Recovered by filtering first-order interpolation function. ,
. . . . Recovered by adding four harmonics to
interpolation function.
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-Original signal. --- R a o v s d by filtering first-orderinterpolation function. . . . . . . . . Recovered by one iteration.

Pi.9.

iteration x , ( t ) is taken to be the low-pass filtered version of the
interpolated signal (namely, the zero- and first-order hold).
An ideal low-pass filter with 4000 samples and a Hamming window is used throughout the simulation. The zero-order hold of this
signal is low-pass filtered and then compand to the modular and
the iterative methods (Pigs. 2-6). The modular technique (denoted
by adding harmonics to interpolation function) performs poorly for
thc zsro-order hold for this type of signal (it takes 60 modules!).
However, the iterative method does astonishingly well after one
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Modified Finite Limiter for a Band-Limited Gaussian
Random Process with Applications to AID
Conversion
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Fig. 10.
Original signal. --- Recovered by filtering first-order interpolation function. . . . . . . . . Recovered by four iterations.
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iteration and almost converges after four iterations. The results for
the linear interpolation are shown in Figs. 7-10. The modular
method (Figs. 7 and 8) performs quite well and is almost the same
as the iterative technique (Figs. 9 and 10). The computer time for
the iterative method is, however, much more than the modular
method. The circuit implementation of both methods is relatively
simple. The modular method requires mixers, but the iterative
method requires adders and extra filters with compensating delay
lines.
Computationally, the modular method requires N M - 1 additions and N 1 multiplications (where N,Mare the total number
of filter samples and the number of added harmonics, respectively).
On the other hand, the iterative method requires ( M 1) ( N - 1)
additions and ( M l ) N multiplications (where M is the number
of iterations).

+

+

+

+

Abstmct-An ana1yd.s of finite limiting effects for a band-limited
Gaussian random process was pnscated in [l],where it was applled
to calculate the signaI-to-distortion-plus-qaantiwtio6.wi ratio
(SDQR)of a uniform AID converter as 8 function of input power. In
this correspondence, a sligbtly modilied limiter i s considered In order
to obtain a better representatloa of the input signal. For light clipping
( s 1 percent 1, the modifkd limiter reduces the distortion by approximately 3.2 dB. However, when quantization noise io added in, only a
modest ( < 1 dB) improvement is obtained in the peak SDQR, owing
to the steepnessof the distortion cane.

1. INTRODUCTION
An analysis of finite limiting effects for a band-limited Gaussian
random process was presented in [I], where it was applied to calculate the signal-to-distortion-plus-quantization-noise
ratio (SDQR)
of a uniform A/D converter. A suggestion has been received [2] to
modify the AID converter by interpreting the highest quantization
level to be of slightly higher value, thereby reducing the distortion
associated with finite limiting. This modification is explored here
in order to establish the performance advantage that can be so obtained. The principal results of [l] that are pertinent to this discussion ant first summarized below.
The input X ( I ) to a finite limiter is assumed to be a band-limited
random process with unit power, and the output y ( r ) is formed by
limiting the input at level 1, which is written

IV. CONCLUSION

We have proven that the iterative technique can be used to compensate for any kind of interpolation distortion; the most common
type is sample-and-hold distortion. The simulation results show that
the iterative method performs equal to or better than the modular
technique. The computer time of the iterative technique is, however, a disadvantage.
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The output can also be expressed as
y ( r ) = a x ( ? ) + e(?),
(2)
where a is the fraction of input signal that is passed undistoited to
the output, and e ( r ) is the error or distortion introduced by the
limiting process. For a Gaussian input process, the error and the
input are uncorrelated for the value

a = E { ~ =J

I
e-x2/2tir

0

= efi(l/&),

where E { * } is the statistical expectation operator and
2 ”
erf(x) ss
e-“* du
J;

- io

is the error function.
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